To the Editor:

My colleagues and I read with great interest the recent article by Hengy with the accompanying editorial by.Canesson. We commend the authors for studying the relation between the photoplethysmographic waveform and arterial pressure waveform with regard to respiratory modulation. As was pointed out by the authors of the study, and the accompanying editorial, the physiology behind the photoplethysmographic waveform is complex as it results from the interactions between the cardiovascular, respiratory, and autonomic systems. These interactions cause modulations in the two pools of blood (arterial and venous) within the region being monitored (in this case, the finger).

Adding to this complexity are the inherent limitations of digital signal processing. As noted by the authors, they used a commercial pulse oximeter with preexisting proprietary filters. These filters are created by a biomedical engineer, based on assumptions regarding what a clinician would find clinically useful versus simply being an artifact. Until recently, the respiratory modulation of the photoplethysmographic was not considered to contain useful information, and therefore, most commercial pulse oximeters suppress those signals (via band pass filters and autocentering routines).

In addition, the authors used a commercial program (AcqKnowledge; Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA) combined with a homemade Excel (Redmond, WA) spreadsheet for their fundamental measurement (photoplethysmographic amplitude). This does not invalidate their results, but it should be noted that their approach of using time domain data analysis exclusively is fundamentally limiting, given the complexity of the photoplethysmographic signal. As shown in figures 1 and 2, photoplethysmographic respiratory-induced modulation is made up of the combined modulations of arterial and venous blood. We believe that amplitude modulation is primarily associated with stroke-volume variation, whereas baseline modulation is the result of the movement of venous blood.

Fig. 1. Hypothetical photoplethysmographic traces demonstrating two types of modulation. (A) An example of amplitude modulation that might occur with stroke-volume variation. (B) Baseline modulation that would occur with the movement of venous blood with ventilation. (C) Demonstrates the effect of combining the two types of modulation together (A and B), which occurs with patients who are significantly hypovolemic (fig. 2). PPG = photoplethysmographic.
types of modulations. It is hoped that useful information, regarding a patient’s cardiovascular status over a wide range of clinical conditions, may be gleaned from the noninvasive photoplethysmographic waveform, using both frequency domain (Fourier analysis) and time domain (envelope analysis) approaches.

We disagree with the editorial’s implication that there is something inherently limiting about the photoplethysmographic signal, which would prevent its use during high-risk surgeries. In our opinion, there are two key factors needed for the correct interpretation of the photoplethysmographic waveform: (1) a better understanding of the underlying physiology behind the waveform (in this case the influence of respiratory-induced venous modulation) and (2) better digital signal processing to allow for the correct isolation of the underlying signals (such as the use of harmonic analysis techniques). With these two factors in place, one is left with the intriguing possibility of simultaneously monitoring both the preload conditions (*via* venous baseline modulation) and stroke volume (*via* pulse amplitude modulation). Considering the noninvasive nature of the signal and the ability to measure it at multiple sites simultaneously, we believe that the potential of this waveform needs further investigation.
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